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UNIVERSITY test and analysis have proven

that the yarn technology developed by the

addition of silver ions in fiber to its research

started with Sliver Ion technology is effective

against more than 800 microorganisms

approved added to the fiber structure of

yarn has been further developed by creating

a new fiber structure, combining SILVER ION & BIOPOLYMER technology in a nano particle size in

Lab environment to achieve a new fiber structure.

Electrospinning technology Ag + Bio polymer (Ag + C56 + H103 + Ng + O39) is used for transition

from Nano Particle liquid form to solid form (Nano fiber Network). Nano fiber Network Produced

with Electrospinning technology incorporated into 7 selected organic yarn fibers. These fibers

are used in the yarn production, making the nano fiber cover the main structure of the yarn.



The use of heavy metal and zinc solvent-based chemicals which are use to bind the paint with

the fabric as a standard procedure causes health problems and allergic reactions. It has been

observed in tests that is no deterioration in the structure and ag + biopolymer structure with the

binding liquid produced using the fabric colloidal silver as a connector.

Ag + Bio polymer (Ag + C56 +

H103 + Ng + O39) Nano

Particle fluid is loaded by

spraying onto the fabric to

provide plasma area on the

surface of the fabric before

the 130 °C fabric flattening

process in final stage of

padding phase, and the silver

ions under the paint are also

reconnected.



TECHNICAL PROCESS

POSITIVE ION CHARGED SILVER IONIZER &
BOR ION NP & POSITIVE ION CHARGED

KITIN BIOPOLIMER NP TECH

CHITIN BIOPOLIMER

CHITOSAN IS A COLLECTIVE NAME FOR THE BIOPOLYMERS WITH DIFFERENT

MOLECULAR WEIGHTS, PRODUCED BY THE COMPLETE OR PARTIAL ACETYLATION

OF CHITIN. IT IS THE ACTIVE INGREDIENT IN MANY MEDICATIONS USED IN LUNG

DISEASE TREATMENT, CANCER TREATMENT,AND PNEUMONIA TREATMENT AND IT

IS NONTOXIC, BIOCOMPATIPLE, BIODEGRADABLE, ANTIMICROBIAL, ANTIOXIDANT,

ANTICARCINOGENIC.



Asa result of electrostatic interaction, the distribution of negative and positive loads on the cell

surface varies, thus deteriorating membrane stability with permeability changes. With the

change in membrane permeability, nutrients cannot enter the cell or their intracellular

components are infiltrated outside the cell, resulting in cell death. It is stated that the cell wall is

the first place where chitosan and its derivatives affect, and microorganism death is due to the

deterioration of the membrane structure.

Antimicrobic, antifungal and antiviral effect

The structure of chitosan has reactive amino (NH2)- groups. These free amino groups form the

basis of the physical and chemical characteristics of the chitosan. The antimicrobial effect of

chitosan is due to polycationic characteristics. Therefore, due to its effect against negatively

charged substances, it can be effective against yeast, mold, pathogensi bacteria and viruses.

CHITOSAN’S USES AND EFFECTS



In addition to the cross-link he has with red blood cells, it has a blood condensing effect.

Essentially, it holds and absorbs water molecules, which are the main element of blood. Because

it creates its own clot, it is not affected by the possibility that the body temperature will reach

the upper or downward end values.

Antimicrobic Agent

These particles, obtained from the shrimp shell, form a cross-link with red blood cells to create a

strong clot, completely independent of the body’s nature clotting mechanism. This means rapid

clotting in soft or severe arterial/ venous bleeding, where even anticoagulant (blood dilute)

heparin is used.

CHITOSAN’S USES AND EFFECTS



Polymer structure plays a role as a carrier matrix for bioactive substances, while also playing a

role in creating collaboration of the cells in the environment. When applied, it allows erythrocyte

cells to become clotting by pulling them into the wound mouth, enriching cells in the area and

increasing healthy tissue.

Regenerative activity on connective tissue and the accelerating effect
of bone-producing cell (osteoblast) activity

Chitosan is a very suitable biomaterial for connective tissue repair due to the similarity of tissue

to glycosaminoglycans, which are contained in matrix content. It is also reported that chitosan

stimulates growth factors. Due to these characteristic, the cyst has been shown to increase

wound epithelialization and accelerate nerve and blood vessel regeneration in the dermis, so its

usability as cover material in the treatment of burns and significant skin damage.

CHITOSAN’S USES AND EFFECTS





HIPOCRATE MASK

With silver ion technology meltblown fabrics are produced with a bioflament compound

formulation obtained by combining the positively ion loaded Chitin substance in a lab

environment with a nanoparticle size. It destroys viruses and bacteria by creating a plasma

layer.







HIPOCRATE MASK

The virus enters the cell walls of organisms with NEGATIVE ION and creates a protective

plasma layer at +30 degrees.

Silver ions kills Corona & Infusion Viruses in 20 minutes. | Silver ion & Boron ion | Silver ion &

Boron ion | Biopolymer chitin destroying viruses in 7 minutes
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